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MENOMINEE 11, TIMBERLANE 4
Events Won by
Menominee:
13 and Over:
Football
Tennis
Riflery
Archery
12 and Under:
Basketball
Soccer
Archery
Tennis
Ultimate Frisbee
Riflery
Football
Additional Notes:
- 12 and Under Baseball
ended in a tie.
- 12 and Under’s were
undefeated with 7 wins
and 1 tie.
- 13 and Over’s finished
with a 4-4 record.

12 and Under Archery By Jake Goodman
Menominee 174, Timberlane 165
The twelve and under Menominee archery team fought a
hard and close battle against a very good Timerlane team.
Menominee’s first shooter, ISAIAH GOLDSMITH fired his
arrows confidently into the target. Although ISAIAH was
shooting extremely well, Menominee were trailing
Timberlane by five points. MILES PROVUS was next up for
Menominee and as he walked up to the line to shoot, he
Accuracy is key
knew that he needed to shoot extremely well to overturn
the deficit. Not only did he accomplish this, but MILES led Menominee into a twelve point
lead. With Timberlane’s best shooter up next, BEN FLICK stepped up for Team
Menominee. BEN produced some amazing shooting to hold and as we went into the last
two rounds of shooting, the two camps were tied. Being an experienced shooter, JACK
WALTERS secured a nine point lead after his shootout leaving CHASE ENGEL to step up
to the line to secure the win. CHASE did just that as he tied with his opponent and gave
Team Menominee a nine point win in the archery event.

12 and Under Basketball By Isaac and Brett Weiss
Menominee 43, Timberlane 13

It was a beautiful afternoon full of sunshine when Menominee
stepped onto the basketball courts at Timberlane. At the
beginning of the game, CM jumped out to an early lead due to
stellar scoring from DANIEL SHAMAH, JACOB SCHNEIDER and
ASHER DIAMOND. DANIEL was the standout player
throughout the game as he also played great on the defensive
end, racking up multiple steals. In the later stages of the game
RAY DONG and JACK BERGER took over and strengthened Menominee’s lead. In what was
a dominating performance from the Green and White squad, the final score was 43-13.

Going up high

13 and Over Tennis By Josh Goodman
Menominee 5, Timberlane 0

Stretching for every ball

The 13 and overs from CM had a great time competing against their opposition from
Timberlane. The first match to complete was that of AIDEN SOLOMON, who
defeated his opponent 8-3. This great news was quickly followed by an 8-1 victory
for LOGAN ROSENGARD and ANDREW MARKS in their doubles two matchup. The
momentum was with Menominee at this point and they were hoping this would
continue through the remaining three matches. Each match finished with a theme of
suspense as each came down to a tiebreaker. SAM GOODMAN and RYDER SPECTOR
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recovered from an early deficit to narrowly win the final tiebreaker 7-5. DANIEL MALIS was proclaimed the victor of
his singles one match after a nail-biting tiebreaker which was back and forth. DANIEL won the tiebreaker 7-5. Lastly,
the final match of the afternoon featured CHARLIE RATTERMAN, who was able to edge out his competition in the
decider 7-4. The future of CM Tennis seems to be brighter than ever.

13 and Over Soccer By Josh Ingram
Menominee 1, Timberlane 7
The Timberlane competition is always one of my favorite days of Camp. A day of
healthy competition and most importantly, sportsmanship. The morning started
with Timberlane soccer practice on Woody’s pitch, where every player gave 100%
and could not wait for the afternoons events. 2pm rolled around and the
Timberlane busses arrived. Soccer was the first event on the schedule so
everybody was mentally and physically prepared. The boys in green started off
strong with a long-range effort from ISAAC MILLER and some brick-wall defending
from TYLER LONGNECKER. The deadlock was broken in the 11th minute when a
Warming up before the game
Timberlane player beat JAKE HOODACK on the right-hand side. Timberlane went
on to score two more before ISAAC hit home a penalty for CM. 1-3 at the half. After half time the floodgates
unfortunately opened for CM as a very talented Timberlane ran out 7-1 winners. Keep your heads held high and better
luck next time boys!

12 and Under Football By Adam Baltz
Menominee 41, Timberlane 13
The 12 and under football team defeated Timberlane with the help of excellent
coaching and play calling from ETHAN MANN. Two early TD’s from JACK BERGER and
AIDEN PATRUNO gave Menominee a 14-0 lead. Timberlane, however came back and
closed the gap to just a single point and trailed 14-13 as the end of the half
approached. JAKE FELDMAN connected with BRADY KAY for a TD as time expired
leaving Menominee leading 21-13 at the half. At the start of the second half,
Menominee continued where they left off as JAKE connected with AIDEN for a TD
12 and Under huddle at
on the opening possession of the second half. On the following drive, THATCHER
Timberlane.
SCHILLER picked off Timberlane’s QB for a pick 6 TD to make it 35-13. Late into the
fourth quarter BRADY threw for another touchdown as he connected with JACK, leaving the final score 41-13.

Counselor Softball v Ojibwa By Benjie Soren
Menominee 8, Timberlane 7
The Menominee counselors went into Ojibwa looking for back to back wins
against the opposing camp. The men in green started off quickly with three
runs in the first innings and then forcing three outs with the first three
Ojibwa batters. ADAM BALTZ and BRETT WEISS were looking very
comfortable out in the field as Green Nation held a shutout throughout the
third innings. CM added three more runs to lead 6-0 at the top of the
fourth. However, in the fourth innings the Ojibwa batters woke up and
scored big leaving the game tied 6-6. Despite the tough innings, ETHAN
Kings of softball in the Northwoods
WEISS and JASON made sure Menominee kept their cool as they entered
the fifth inning. This seemed to work as Menominee demonstrated their
defensive prowess once again and held Ojibwa scoreless throughout the fifth and sixth innings. Meanwhile, CM added
two more runs creating a 8-6 lead going into the bottom of the seventh and knew that they would need to play well
to hold on for the win. In the seventh, Ojibwa scored one run to trail 8-7. In the last moments of the game, Ojibwa
were on 2 outs but had the game tying run on third base and the winning run on first base. Lucky canteen 88. However,
Ojibwa were unable to capitalise on this good positioning as some brilliant pitching from BENJIE SOREN forced the
Ojibwa batter to only hit the ball to short centre where JAKE JONES was there to catch the ball and win the game.
Menominee softball proved once again why they are the best in the Northwoods.
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